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UNLEASH YOUR
COMPETITIVE SPIRIT
One of the great joys of video games is that they push us. You invest hours upon hours into 
your game of choice. Every time you play, even if you rack up a loss, you are learning about 
the game. Some games have become akin to movements, attracting millions of players. Think 
League of Legends, CS:GO, Fortnite, and Dota 2: the player bases for these games are so 
massive that competition at multiple levels, not only among professionals gets intense.
We celebrate the competitive spirit that gives rise to such communities. Games that achieve 
that level of momentum bring people together and help unify the globe. They also serve as a 
uniquely gripping form of entertainment, keeping people enthralled for hours on end.

ChainGamingX is not like the mainstream gaming platforms, however. We are operating 
entirely on the blockchain. Our platform, fully decentralized and democratized, will foster 
direct connections between players. People on the other side of the world, through 
ChainGamingX, can pay cryptocurrency for entries into matches, tournaments, and leagues. 
In turn, our smart contracts verify winners and make distributions, of the prize pool (in the 
form of cryptocurrency as well) to which all the participants have agreed.

Beyond enabling players to organize competitions on their own terms, ChainGamingX makes 
it easier for people to discover players they may not have otherwise. Because our platform 
operates independently of any other gaming platform, it frees us all from the algorithms 
that match players.

ChainGamingX is suitable for players of all skill levels and commitments. For professionals, 
though, there are special features designed for marketing, promotion, education, and overall 
career growth. We are setting up ChainGamingX so that it helps players forward their 
ambitions and pursue their biggest gaming dreams. As players establish themselves in the 
larger esports industry, we will showcase them, creating something like a roadmap for other 
players to follow if they too would like to achieve esports success.

There are many other use cases for ChainGamingX. Before we get into those in more detail, 
and before we explain all the impressive technical details underpinning our platform, let’s 
talk about the features and functionalities that we have already built in.

01.

In order to harness, facilitate, and enhance these games, and the spectacular 
competition they generate, we are proud to announce a new platform for 
ChainGamingX.



POWERING 
EVERY MATCH

02.

Blockchain technology opens the door to 
a wide variety of improvements on 
existing models in the gaming industry. 

Before long, players and professionals will look back on the deep, long-lasting changes that 
are taking place today, and they will see that there is simply no other way for gaming to move.

People want more interconnectivity. 

People want more thrilling competition – that is even safer and more reliable than the systems 
that power competition today.

People also want to feel like they are on the cutting edge and using the technology that is 
going to matter in ten years. As much of the public has finally accepted, blockchain 
technology is the technology that is going to matter. Its impact on communication, data 
transfer, trust, and governance will affect all industries, and gaming is not the exception.

Keeping all these trends and realities in mind, we have developed ChainGamingX to encompass 
the tools and protections that we ourselves have long wanted to see in gaming.
Here are some of ChainGamingX tools and protections we are most excited about gamers 
taking advantage of.

> TOURNAMENTS

> REWARDS

> LEADERBOARDS

> SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATION

> P2E SUPPORT

> SPONSOR A PLAYER

> DAO

> FOREVER EVOLVING



TOURNAMENTS

02. POWERING EVERY MATCH

Every tournament organizer, for any game, begins with the rank Tournament 
Initiate. As they manage tournaments successfully, they can improve their rank, 
first to Tournament Enthusiast and finally to Tournament Master.

We have devised a tournament structure that is comprehensive but 
straightforward. It will track the outcomes of matches as well as the running 
standings throughout the tournament.

To get started, the tournament organizer will initiate the beginnings of a new smart contract, 
by selecting the game that players are going to compete in. We will confirm at that time that 
the game is available on ChainGamingX. As time goes on, we will try to accommodate as many 
games as possible, so that players get to play exactly what they want.

The tournament organizer, at the time that they initiate the smart contract, will enter the name 
of the tournament, the date or dates of the tournament, the entry fee price, the prize pool, the 
management fee and the type of tournament, which will include options to set up playoffs 
–and to set up leagues.

Leagues will then function as a series of tournaments or as a series of matches followed by a 
tournament (a playoff). The tournament organizer, whatever the type and however the 
tournament proceeds, is responsible for updating the tournament details, which the system 
then oversees.

Players in every tournament will initiate smart contracts of their own, 
to enter the tournament that the organizer has created. Before ever 
entering, players can review and verify the advertised prize pool and 
other details, as all the details for every tournament exist on the 
Binance blockchain.

ChainGamingX draws on and then analyzes tournament results. 
Because players connect their profiles to the smart contracts into 
which they enter for competitions on our platform, they can then 
use their outcomes in our tournament as proof of their skill or 
mastery of a particular game. They can then promote their profiles 
for further exposure in the gaming industry, building up their 
reputations as esports professionals.

These benefits are mostly long-term, but in the shorter-term, we are 
also providing our players with clear and tangible rewards. Let’s talk 
about those next.



02. POWERING EVERY MATCH

REWARDS

LEADERBOARDS

Throughout matches, tournaments, and league play, ChainGamingX players 
will also earn XPoints. These points will help keep all players engaged so that 
even if someone isn’t spending so much time and energy that they are 
earning prize pools, they can still get a lot out of the platform.

Within our digital shop, players will be able to redeem their XPoints for 
rewards. These rewards will include physical products, such as 
headsets and webcams that our partners have sponsored, and digital 
collectibles, such as NFTs, in addition to streaming service codes, 
game keys, and more. We are going to keep the stock on our online 
shelves fresh and full. There will be something for everyone – prizes 
that each player can appreciate and get excited about.
It is not necessary to win a tournament or even a match to amass a 
large number of XPoints. Players who interact with the platform 
regularly will notice their counts going up. Even simple tasks like 
logging in and participating in a match will award XPoints, adding 
another element of fun to every experience with us.

There will be two distinct categories of ChainGamingX leaderboards. 
The first category will consist of leaderboards that display the 
general statistics from each of the tournaments. It will deliver an 
overview of the tournaments, for the quickest view of the results 
available. Different from that, the second category will consist of 
leaderboards specific to each match. There will be two distinct 
leaderboards: the first will display the sum of the winnings across all 
tournaments, and the second will display the earnings (and game 
statistics) for each individual game.

Leaderboards will provide a meeting ground for players and industry 
professionals to see who is currently on the top of the competitive 
landscape, from one game to another. Our leaderboards will be easy to view 
through our interface, and the details will also be available on the blockchain.
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As a player, you may come across a tournament that you know you can win 
– but lack the funds necessary to pay for an entry.

This problem is far too common in many places worldwide, prohibiting players from thriving in 
the esports business because they don’t have the money to get started.
Our system will enable these players to seek out sponsorships in the community. Sponsors 
enter smart contracts with players to pay their entry fees for that given tournament, that 
contract between each other will agree on how the prize will be split, for example 70% for the 
user and 30% for the sponsor, and when the players win, the sponsors automatically receive 
the agreed portion of the winnings. We hope to inspire a new era of scouting in esports 
through this functionality. Because players will know that sponsors may always be watching, it 
will also serve as an impetus for everyone to play at their peak potential all the time so they 
can create a winning track record.

SPONSOR A PLAYER

SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATION

02. POWERING EVERY MATCH

Instead of only connecting with other players when you are in competition, you 
can connect with them to form long-lasting bonds – through our social 
functions. ChainGamingX will serve as a meeting place for gamers. You can 
showcase your winnings, stats, and favorite games, while you also stay in touch 
with other players and even industry professionals like recruiters.

Combined with our own social media features – for following your favorite players 
– ChainGamingX will enhance all the hard work you are already putting into getting 
your name out into the world of competitive gaming.
distinct leaderboards: the first will display the sum of the winnings across all 
tournaments, and the second will display the earnings (and game statistics) for 
each individual game

P2E SUPPORT
Although controversial in some circles, P2E games have ascended into the 
global cultural mind, winning over many enthusiasts. We intend to make 
ChainGamingX as inclusive and diverse a community as possible, which is why 
we are supporting P2E games from soon after our launch.

Although controversial in some circles, P2E games have ascended into the 
global cultural mind, winning over many enthusiasts. We intend to make 
ChainGamingX as inclusive and diverse a community as possible, which is 
why we are supporting P2E games from soon after our launch.



For example:
ChainGamingX reports a net revenue of $10.000 USD.
If there are 100M $CGX Tokens staked in the DAO and you own 10M of those tokens 
then you will receive ($10.000 USD/100M)*10M=$1.000 USD

02. POWERING EVERY MATCH

Overseeing CGX will be our DAO (decentralized autonomous organization), 
which token holders will make up. The DAO will function as a part of 
ChainGamingX organization. To participate in the DAO, a CGX holder must 
stake their tokens through our staking platform.

Within the DAO, we will draw on many perspectives and ideas. Everyone who is in the DAO will 
have the opportunity to speak about issues concerning the technology. As well, you will get 
to vote on the major decisions that we make regarding development and governance. 
We make distributions on our line, paying out the DAO on any funds generated after we have 
paid our expenses. The revenue will be distributed to all the DAO members, it will be divided 
accordingly to the percentage of the CGX tokens staked by the users. 

Besides from sharing the net revenue generated we will also have traditional staking 
alternatives where users can lock their $CGX tokens for a given amount of time and receive 
more tokens as a reward.

Other advantages of participating in the DAO include direct access to the development 
team and a notification of all events. As a member of the DAO, you are right in the middle of 
the action on our platform. We will make little distinction, in terms of sharing information 
and listening to opinions, between our internal team and the DAO: once you are in, you are a 
part of this movement.

FOREVER EVOLVING
In the next section, we are going to talk more 
about the technology enablers that we have 
chosen for this platform and the details that 
we are using to configure our system, 
including our base cryptocurrency. We will 
then offer you a glimpse into the future – and 
where we see ChainGamingX moving over the 
next few years.

DAO



THE TRUE POWER 
OF CHAINGAMINGX
Our proprietary token, which functions on the long-standing, widely held 
BSC blockchain, will trade under the ticker CGX. We are putting a max supply 
of 1 billion tokens on CGX. Of this, the team will retain 10% of the total 
supply, so 100 million tokens, and we will earmark 380 million for reward 
payouts. Most of the tokens will go to the community: we are reserving 520 
million of the total maximum supply for you, the players, and participants.
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We have charted a timeline broken into three phases. During each 
of these phases, we will shift our attention to a different part of 
the ChainGamingX platform. The phases are as follows.

ChainGamingX

Max Supply
1.000.000.000

CGX/BSC 10%
Team

38%
Rewards52%

Fair
Lunch



THE TECHNOLOGY
PHASE 1

During this phase, we are doing everything in our power to launch 
ChainGamingX so that it reflects our full vision. We are conducting 
research and tests, to look into what people want out of our platform.

> Publish the whitepaper.

> Run an audit of the industry.

> Publish our social media accounts.

> Launch our website.

> Launch the CGX token on BSC.

> Take steps to list CGX on Coin Market 

   Cap and Coingecko.

> Launch ChainGamingX itself, in beta.

> Work toward additional CEX listings.

> Secure sponsorships and investment partners.

THE FUTURE
PHASE 3

Once we have put these pieces into place, we can start to think 
about other, more ambitious features. These include P2E 
integration, as well as the ChainGamingX Official League and the 
ChainGamingX Streaming Platform, both of which we will discuss 
further in the next section.

> The platform goes live to the general public.
> The DAO convenes for the first time
> Work toward additional CEX listings.
> Develop the appropriate tournament organizer categories.
> Open the leaderboards to the public.
> Open the rewards shop.

THE PEOPLE
PHASE 2

We then put all of our attention on the players and the professionals. 
During this phase, we are digging even deeper into the specific 
problems that we can solve for our users.



OUR LONG-TERM
PLANS
ChainGamingX will pioneer state-of-the-art technologies for connecting 
people and facilitating competition. Toward this end, we embrace an ethos 
of constant innovation. We will work to deploy features as our users request 
them. As of now, however, we have set two giant features for our docket in 
the next two years.

In addition to hosting others’ competitions, we will organize our own. This tournament will 
charge no entry fee, which means that everyone will have the opportunity to compete for 
the large prize pool that we put forth for it. We will work to promote this league so that it is 
on the same level of prestige as Rocket League Championship Series, Fortnite World Cup, ESL 
Pro League,  and League of Legends World Championship.

04.

CHAINGAMINGX 
OFFICIAL LEAGUE

In time, we will also empower ChainGamingX 
players to stream their games live, right on 
our proprietary platform. We are building a 
new community for video streaming, to give 
Twitch and YouTube users more options – 
and the freedom to handle their entire 
gaming experience with us. 

CHAINGAMINGX
STREAMING PLATFORM



A PLATFORM
FOR ALL
Our vision for ChainGamingX is one of inclusion. We are engineering this 
platform to reflect our values within the space and to equip players with 
the highly engaging, groundbreaking platform they deserve.

As the gaming industry catches on to the latest enablers, we present ChainGamingX 
as a forward-thinking platform for players who understand the value of things like 
fair competition and global connection.
Competition, winning, community, earning: all of these ideals will have a place on our 
platform. Whether you join the platform because you want to step up your 
competition, or you join the platform because you hope to become the world’s next 
top esports competitor, you will find all the features and functionalities you could 
ask for on ChainGamingX.
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BEST OF ALL? IT ALL HAPPENS THROUGH A 
DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM.
THIS IS TOMORROW’S GAMING COMPETITION, 
MADE POSSIBLE TODAY.


